GD_chain movement, walking around_01.wav

0:08 96 24 chain movement, windy desert

GD_Chain movment walking around_01.wav

1:09 96 24 chain movement, windy desert

GD_Chain movment walking around_02.wav

0:30 96 24 chain movement, windy desert

GD_Chain movment walking around_03.wav

0:36 96 24 chain movement, windy desert

GD_Chain movment walking around_04.wav

1:07 96 24 chain movement, windy desert

GD_dog chain movement_01.wav

1:44 96 24 chain movement, windy desert

GD_dog chain movement_02.wav

0:08 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

GD_dog chains, stand up movement_01.wav

0:15 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

GD_dog pen chain movement_01.wav

0:35 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

GD_dog pen chain movement_02.wav

0:21 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

GD_dog pen chain movement_03.wav

0:11 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

GD_dog pen chain movement_04.wav

0:05 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_aggressive bark, intimidating_01.wav

0:05 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_aggressive barking, chain movement, crying, growling_02.wav
0:14 96 24 greenlandic dog demo
Greenlandic dogs_aggressive barking, fighting, few annoying ravens_01.wav
0:59 96 24 greenlandic dog demo
Greenlandic dogs_aggressive barking, fighting, few annoying ravens_02.wav
0:14 96 24 greenlandic dog demo
Greenlandic dogs_aggressive barking, low growl, small tired moan_01.wav 0:18 96 24 greenlandic dog demo
Greenlandic Dogs_aggressive barking_01.wav

0:12 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic dogs_aggressive growl and bark_01.wav

0:26 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_aggressive mean bark, intimidate_01.wav

0:11 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_angry dog barking, growling_01.wav

0:55 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_angry fighting, barking_01.wav

0:25 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_bark and intimidating another_01.wav

0:02 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_barking at group of ravens_01.wav

1:04 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_calm pen atmos, puppy small ruff barks_01.wav

0:37 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_classic cry, whimper_02.wav

0:07 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_classic cry, whimper_03.wav

0:08 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Greenlandic Dogs_fight in a dog house, distant crying and whimpering_01.wav
0:19 96 24 greenlandic dog demo
Greenlandic Dogs_group chorus howling with ravens mixed in_01.wav

3:06 96 24 greenlandic dog demo

Ravens_1x bark_01.wav

0:01 96 24 squawk, bark

Ravens_1x bubble vocal_01.wav

0:01 96 24 rubber band, vocal

Ravens_1x call then fly off_01.wav

0:04 96 24 CU, call and wings

Ravens_1x call while landing on post, wings_01.wav

0:06 96 24 small vocal as it lands on fence

Ravens_1x call_01.wav

0:03 96 24 CU, single

Ravens_1x call_02.wav

0:01 96 24 CU, single

Ravens_1x call_03.wav

0:01 96 24 CU, single

Ravens_1x call_04.wav

0:02 96 24 CU, single

Ravens_1x call_05.wav

0:03 96 24 CU, single

Ravens_1x call_06.wav

0:03 96 24 CU single

Ravens_1x chirp with wings_01.wav

0:06 96 24 chirp purr with wings

Ravens_1x chirp_01.wav

0:08 96 24 vocal as it jumps, dog moan, few distant calls

Ravens_1x chirp_02.wav

0:16 96 24 single chirp in the middle of a screaming distant raven

Ravens_1x chirp_03.wav

0:04 96 24 confused or warning call

Ravens_1x chirp_04.wav

0:02 96 24 bird chirp

Ravens_1x chirp_05.wav

0:01 96 24 chirp

Ravens_1x chirp_06.wav

0:01 96 24 purr or chirp

Ravens_1x chirp_07.wav

0:01 96 24 quick

Ravens_1x chirp_08.wav

0:01 96 24 higher pitch

Ravens_1x chirp_09.wav

0:03 96 24 purr or chirp

Ravens_1x click and pop_01.wav

0:01 96 24 clicky soft throat

Ravens_1x click and pop_02.wav

0:01 96 24 clicky throat

Ravens_1x click and pop_03.wav

0:01 96 24 rubber band vocal

Ravens_1x click and pop_04.wav

0:01 96 24 clicky throat

Ravens_1x click and pop_05.wav

0:03 96 24 purr with a clicky throat

Ravens_1x confused squawk_01.wav

0:03 96 24 confused squawk after a call

Ravens_1x distant chirp_01.wav

0:03 96 24 distant squawk

Ravens_1x distant squawk_01.wav

0:02 96 24 distant wobbly squawk

Ravens_1x distant throaty chirp_01.wav

0:01 96 24 distant squawk

Ravens_1x high pitch squawk_01.wav

0:01 96 24 single scream squawk

Ravens_1x honk, 1x squawk_01.wav

0:02 96 24 funny, throw up scream

Ravens_1x honk_01.wav

0:06 96 24 CU, single honk, followed by distant squawk and chain movement

Ravens_1x purr_01.wav

0:06 96 24 2x purr with call and wings

Ravens_1x raven scream as it lands on fence_01.wav

0:04 96 24 single call, nice slap, wings land on fence

Ravens_1x raven squawk, flutter_01.wav

0:02 96 24 mix of dog whine under a call

Ravens_1x round chirp_01.wav

0:01 96 24 quick chirp

Ravens_1x soft call_01.wav

0:01 96 24 round chirp

Ravens_1x soft throaty vibrato call_01.wav

0:01 96 24 soft throat flutter

Ravens_1x soft throaty virbrato call_01.wav

0:01 96 24 soft throat flutter

Ravens_1x soft throaty virbrato call_02.wav

0:02 96 24 squawk with throat flutter, dog pant

Ravens_1x soft throaty virbrato call_03.wav

0:01 96 24 soft throat flutter with dog scratch

Ravens_1x soft throaty virbrato call_04.wav

0:01 96 24 soft throat flutter, dog pant

Ravens_1x Squawk, confused_01.wav

0:30 96 24 funny, confused squawk

Ravens_1x squawk_01.wav

0:01 96 24 normal single CU squawk

Ravens_1x squawk_02.wav

0:02 96 24 CU, Squawk singles

Ravens_1x squawk_03.wav

0:07 96 24 CU, Squawk singles

Ravens_1x squawk_04.wav

0:07 96 24 CU, Squawk singles

Ravens_1x squawk_05.wav

0:01 96 24 CU, Squawk singles

Ravens_1x squawk_06.wav

0:01 96 24 CU, Squawk singles

Ravens_1x squawk_07.wav

0:24 96 24 CU, Squawk singles

Ravens_1x squawk_08.wav

0:12 96 24 CU, Squawk singles

Ravens_1x squawk_09.wav

0:12 96 24 CU, Squawk singles

Ravens_1x squawk_10.wav

0:03 96 24 CU single

Ravens_1x squawk_11.wav

0:01 96 24 CU single

Ravens_1x Squawk_12.wav

0:01 96 24 CU single

Ravens_1x squawk_13.wav

0:06 96 24 surprised squawk

Ravens_1x squawk_14.wav

0:03 96 24 surprised squawk

Ravens_1x squirrelly distant, with CU responses_01.wav

0:20 96 24 distant flutter with CU squawk

Ravens_1x squirrelly_01.wav

0:03 96 24 flutter yell

Ravens_1x squirrelly_02.wav

0:01 96 24 fluttery yell

Ravens_1x squirrelly_03.wav

0:08 96 24 fluttery yell, squawk and wings

Ravens_1x squirrelly_04.wav

0:01 96 24 fluttery shake, yell

Ravens_1x squirrelly_05.wav

0:04 96 24 flutter shake

Ravens_1x surprised_01.wav

0:03 96 24 surprised squawk

Ravens_1x throaty chirp_02.wav

0:06 96 24 fluttery with some flies

Ravens_1x throaty honk_01.wav

0:01 96 24 classic honk

Ravens_1x throaty honk_02.wav

0:01 96 24 higher pitch honk

Ravens_1x throaty vibrato chirp_01.wav

0:01 96 24 squawk flutter

Ravens_1x Throaty_01.wav

0:03 96 24 CU, throaty bark

Ravens_1x vibrato chirp_01.wav

0:02 96 24 landing with fluttery vocal

Ravens_1x yell_01.wav

0:01 96 24 squawk or yell

Ravens_1x yell_02.wav

0:01 96 24 fluttery yell or squawk

Ravens_2 at a time, squawk and call_01.wav

0:01 96 24 overlapping calls

Ravens_2 birds call, distant response, 3rd joins in, walking on wooden box_01.wav
2:03 96 24 multiple ravens standing on dog pen, distant and CU
Ravens_2 ravens at same time_01.wav

0:06 96 24 overlapping calls, added for first call

Ravens_2 Ravens, call and squawk yell_01.wav

0:11 96 24 2x basic call, raven yells overlapping x3, dog chain

Ravens_2x Ah Woo_01.wav

0:09 96 24 throaty CU vocal

Ravens_2x call, some chain movement_01.wav

0:08 96 24 CU yell or squawk, dog in BG

Ravens_2x call_01.wav

0:02 96 24 basic CU call

Ravens_2x loud obnoxious squawk_01.wav

0:06 96 24 CU, loud screaming, dog drinks water in bG

Ravens_2x raven call_01.wav

0:01 96 24 CU, single calls

Ravens_2x raven call_02.wav

0:01 96 24 CU, single calls, dogs in middle

Ravens_2x raven call_03.wav

0:02 96 24 CU, single calls

Ravens_2x raven call_04.wav

0:03 96 24 CU, single calls

Ravens_2x raven call_05.wav

0:05 96 24 CU, single calls

Ravens_2x raven call_06.wav

0:02 96 24 CU, single calls

Ravens_2x raven call_07.wav

0:08 96 24 CU, single calls

Ravens_2x raven call_08.wav

0:01 96 24 distant single call

Ravens_2x raven calls, CU then distant, some wings land on wooden platform_01-01.wav
0:16 96 24 basic call, first CU, followed by bit more distance, nice wings
Ravens_2x raven squawk_03.wav

0:04 96 24 CU single squawks

Ravens_2x short tongue click_01.wav

0:04 96 24 example of clicky throat

Ravens_2x squawk_01.wav

0:10 96 24 CU single squawks

Ravens_2x squawk_03.wav

0:03 96 24 CU single squawks

Ravens_2x squawk_04.wav

0:06 96 24 CU single squawks

Ravens_2x squawk_05.wav

0:09 96 24 annoyed squawk, another bird chirp

Ravens_2x squawk_06.wav

0:16 96 24 CU single squawks

Ravens_2x squirrel with distant response call_01.wav

0:14 96 24 misc talking

Ravens_2x throat honk_01.wav

0:04 96 24 almost froggy honk

Ravens_2x throat honk_02.wav

0:01 96 24 almost froggy honk

Ravens_2x throat honk_03.wav

0:01 96 24 almost froggy honk

Ravens_2x throaty honk_01.wav

0:02 96 24 calm call

Ravens_2x throaty honk_02.wav

0:01 96 24 variation of basic throaty call

Ravens_2x throaty squawk_01.wav

0:01 96 24 vocal phrase

Ravens_3x Ah Woo_01.wav

0:08 96 24 throaty CU vocal

Ravens_3x calls_01.wav

0:03 96 24 Basic call, CU clean

Ravens_3x calls_02.wav

0:03 96 24 Basic Call, CU Clean

Ravens_3x chirp with wings_01.wav

0:03 96 24 honk chirp with wing flutter

Ravens_3x chirp_01.wav

0:15 96 24 excited chirp with chain movement from dogs

Ravens_3x chirps_01.wav

0:01 96 24 closed beak flutter throat

Ravens_3x different calls, distant_01.wav

0:03 96 24 3 different types of vocals, chirps

Ravens_3x distant reactions_01.wav

0:03 96 24 three birds three vocals

Ravens_3x raven squawk, wings, hanging on wooden post_01.wav

0:23 96 24 hanging out on a fence, feet movement

Ravens_3x squawk_01.wav

0:25 96 24 CU single squawks

Ravens_3x yell_01.wav

0:02 96 24 annoying scream CU

Ravens_4 different types of calls, raven lands hard on wood dog house_01.wav
0:26 96 24 yell, deep impact while it lands on dog house, low dog growl
Ravens_4 different types of calls_01.wav

0:23 96 24 4x misc vocal calls, basic

Ravens_4x call_01.wav

0:18 96 24 faster honking call with flies, dog panting

Ravens_4x raven call, windy.wav

0:12 96 24 medium speed with wind

Ravens_500 meters away on top of a mountain.wav

2:39 96 24 windy desert atmosphere, circling a falcons nest

Ravens_aggressive bark_01.wav

0:06 96 24 vocal when landing, dog panting

Ravens_aggressive scream_01.wav

0:01 96 24 annoying squawk

Ravens_alien chirp_01.wav

0:01 96 24 flutter, purring

Ravens_Alien click chirping, Nuuk Harbor, distant birds in BG_01.wav

2:14 96 24 raven sitting in a harbor, clicking chirping vocal, distant birds, harbor atmos with car approach, people and birds in BG, etc

Ravens_Alien click chirping, Nuuk Harbor, distant birds in BG_02.wav

0:30 96 24 raven sitting in a harbor, clicking alien chirp

Ravens_annoying loud ravens talking, multiple birds land on dog pen_01.wav
1:45 96 24 talking birds to eachother, some dog movement
Ravens_bird lands and starts calling on top of wooden box_01.wav

1:05 96 24 bird lands and starts yelling, some morning birds in BG

Ravens_call and response distant_01.wav

0:18 96 24 few ravens calling out, dog cries with some chain movement

Ravens_call and response, multiple ravens on an outdoor dog pen, wings fly1:08
by_01.wav
96 24 birds start to flock around dog pens, dog breathing
Ravens_call and response_01.wav

0:10 96 24 squawking calls, flutter response at end

Ravens_call and small chirp flutter.wav

0:04 96 24 severly noise supressed phrase, call then purr

Ravens_call with wings fly by, multiple birds landing on dog pen_01.wav

0:18 96 24 bird wing landing, clean and quiet

Ravens_call with wings fly by_01.wav

0:07 96 24 squawking fly by with wings

RAVENS_caw, triple roll_01.wav

0:01 96 24 CU, throaty call, single

Ravens_clucking and squawk_01.wav

0:02 96 24 turkey call, fluttering raven vocal

Ravens_confused group, loud talking as dogs start to wake up_01.wav

0:36 96 24 group of yelling, misc calls

Ravens_couple talking, squawking, wings, purr_01.wav

0:29 96 24 multiple calls

Ravens_CU 2x raven call, fly off, wings, some movement_01.wav

0:18 96 24 bird calling as other birds land and eat something near by

Ravens_CU call and distant response, multiple ravens, wings fly by_01.wav1:09 96 24 call, distant, CU, chirp, quick, dog sneeze
Ravens_CU call and Distant response, with dog growls and movement_01.wav
1:22 96 24 some extra vocals with a dog bark, distant car
Ravens_CU call to distance_01.wav

0:02 96 24 questioning call

Ravens_CU call, distant response, multiple ravens_01.wav

0:15 96 24 misc, multiple raven calls, CU and distant

Ravens_CU long throaty vibrato response with 2x call_01.wav

0:05 96 24 fluttery respone, loud squawk, panting dog

Ravens_CU long throaty vibrato response_01.wav

0:14 96 24 nice fluttery long alarm sounding response

Ravens_CU low pitched talking, multiple birds in BG_01.wav

0:06 96 24 low pitched chirping

Ravens_CU raven call, distant response, some chain movement_01.wav

0:45 96 24 squawking, CU and distant, some chain movement

Ravens_CU raven call, wings fly by, land on wooden box_01.wav

0:34 96 24 bark, lands on fence, calling, some chain movement

Ravens_CU raven yelling followed by multiple distant ravens, wings fly in land
0:52on96
house,
24 dog
dog
panting
pen_01.wav
in BG
Ravens_distant call, CU response_01.wav

0:23 96 24 5x CU single calls, few distant calls

Ravens_distant call, fly by, 2x on the fence_01.wav

0:12 96 24 wings fly by with bird call, nice

Ravens_distant raven then fly off wooden ledge_01.wav

0:04 96 24 distant wings with dog moan

Ravens_distant ravens at an outdoor dog pen_01.wav

0:36 96 24 talking ravens, with some chain movement from dogs kennels

Ravens_distant ravens in the mountains_01.wav

1:16 96 24 700 meters away, very windy mountain side

Ravens_distant short frantic calling_01.wav

0:02 96 24 distant frantic raven, chain movement from dog

Ravens_distant squawk_01.wav

0:13 96 24 distant squawks

Ravens_double squawk_01.wav

0:01 96 24 two calls at the same time

Ravens_fast calling, calling group_01.wav

0:23 96 24 whooping raven trying to get some attention

Ravens_few different calls with bird movement_01.wav

0:11 96 24 few different calls, fluttery chirps, dogs in bg

Ravens_few medium distant squawks, chirp, far distant plane_01.wav

0:26 96 24 squawking, with some wings, distant airplane

Ravens_few morning ravens call and response_01.wav

0:53 96 24 quiet bird calls, CU talking

Ravens_few multiple types of calls, wings_01.wav

0:43 96 24 some wings, calm raven chatter, dog panting at beginning

Ravens_few ravens talking, honking and squawk_01.wav

0:30 96 24 ravens honking, squawking, some chain movement, low dog growl

Ravens_fly in, short call_02.wav

0:05 96 24 raven fly in with call

Ravens_frantic chirp, multi birds at a time_01.wav

0:03 96 24 fluttery vocal as it lands amongst birds

Ravens_funny chirping response_01.wav

0:08 96 24 fluttery response to calls

Ravens_group clucking_01.wav

0:21 96 24 turkey chirps, imitating dog crying in beginning

Ravens_group of ravens sitting on dog pen in the morning, chatter_01.wav3:29 96 24 multiple types of calls, some chain movement and dog breaths
Ravens_group of ravens talking, multiple birds land on dog pen_01.wav

1:49 96 24 few call and responses distant and CU

Ravens_imitating crying dog, with fly_01.wav

0:02 96 24 imitating a crying dog

Ravens_imitating crying dog, with group of noisy vocals_01.wav

0:26 96 24 some chain movement and other raven vocals, imitating crying dog again

Ravens_imitating dog crying, high pitch popping, morning birds in BG_01.wav
0:29 96 24 some pops, imitating dog cry, morning birds in BG with panting dog
Ravens_imitating something, alien water droplet_02.wav

0:08 96 24 calm weird clicking, throaty popping call

Ravens_land on wood box, distant vocal_01.wav

0:04 96 24 wings flapping as raven lands

Ravens_landing on dog house x3, wings, distant vocal, dog panting_01.wav0:46 96 24 raven movement, squawks, landing on wooden box
Ravens_lots of chatter, group of birds, CU and distant_01.wav

1:35 96 24 chaotic bird honks, flies off

Ravens_lots of talking, some wings with distant howling wolves in BG_01.wav
1:00 96 24
Ravens_loud alarm sounding scream_01.wav

0:32 96 24 alarm squawk

Ravens_loud alarm sounding scream_02.wav

0:01 96 24 alarm squawk

Ravens_loud alarm sounding scream_03.wav

0:02 96 24 alarm squawk

Ravens_loud alarm sounding scream_04.wav

0:01 96 24 alarm squawk

Ravens_medium distant call.wav

0:03 96 24 little chain movement

Ravens_Middle of a Harbor_01.wav

0:27 96 24 ravens in a quiet harbor atmosphere in Nuuk, little voices in BG

Ravens_Middle of a Harbor_02.wav

0:27 96 24 ravens in a quiet harbor, distant boat goes by

Ravens_morning raven constant call, wakes up some dogs, chain movements_01.wav
0:35 96 24 morning ravens, with morning birds chirping, chain dog stirring movement
Ravens_multiple birds standing on dog pen yelling and calling_01.wav

1:08 96 24 multiple ravens yelling ontop of dog pen

Ravens_multiple birds talking on a dog pen_01.wav

0:39 96 24 multiple ravens yelling ontop of a dog pen

Ravens_multiple birds talking to eachother, lots of different perspectives, dogs
1:33 in96BG_01.wav
24 lots of different voices, dog drinking water, wings, chain movement
Ravens_multiple birds talking, call and response, chaotic_01.wav

1:37 96 24 Yelling and screaming ravens, chain movement, annoying the dogs

Ravens_multiple CU calls, throaty, squawk, wings fly by_01.wav

1:14 96 24 yelling ravens, at end, screaming, dog panting

Ravens_multiple in a pack_01.wav

0:03 96 24 pack call

Ravens_multiple raven calls in small group, dog lapping water_01.wav

0:37 96 24 basic vocal call, dog drinking water

Ravens_multiple ravens talking, gathering to pen, call and response, CU and5:21
distant_01.wav
96 24 multiple types of calls, some chain and dog movement
Ravens_multiple ravens, call and response, barking, yelling_01.wav

0:49 96 24 screaming and yelling ravens to eachother, honking

Ravens_multiple ravens, CU wings, fly by alien voice, lots of call and response_01.wav
0:39 96 24 screaming, yelling, flapping raven, landing on pen
Ravens_multiple single calls_01.wav

0:55 96 24 few quiet calls, few dog pants, misc raven calls

Ravens_mumble fly away, flapping wings, some chain movement_01.wav 0:05 96 24 bird flies off of wooden pen
Ravens_nice alien throat click_ruined by squawk_01.wav

0:05 96 24 thraot click followed by squawk

Ravens_nice stereo CU call and response_01.wav

0:23 96 24 stereo call and response with feet movement and chains

Ravens_old pair double call_01.wav

0:08 96 24 low pitched honks, chirp

Ravens_purring with a tongue pop_01.wav

0:05 96 24 purr with click pop

Ravens_quiet call x2_01.wav

0:03 96 24 call with dog panting

Ravens_quiet chatter between two or three birds_01.wav

0:51 96 24 nice wings, talking with honks and call

Ravens_quiet raven ah woo, walking on top of wooden pen, windy, wings, chain,
2:53 96
distant
24 windy
throat
pen
pops
desert
andatmos
clicks_01.wav
with quiet raven vocals
Ravens_quiet raven calling on top of dog pen, few ravens land_01.wav

1:18 96 24 raven calling out

Ravens_quiet raven calling on top of dog pen, windy, quiet bird murmur, throat
3:21 96
clicks
24 and
CU loud
pops_01.wav
call, squawk, single pop vocal
Ravens_quiet raven squawk on top of dog pen, windy_01.wav

0:46 96 24 single fluttery chirp, distant call

Ravens_quiet raven squawk on top of dog pen, windy_02.wav

3:30 96 24 throat click and pop followed by squawk, quiet night

Ravens_scream with squirrelly response_01.wav

0:04 96 24 few screams attract dogs attention

Ravens_scream with squirrelly response_02.wav

0:06 96 24 squawk scream, dog movement

Ravens_screaming and responding, distant, few _drops_ quiet morning_01.wav
2:10 96 24 morning raven call and response
Ravens_single call while fly away, wings, flapping, depart_01.wav

0:08 96 24 raven vocal as it flies off

Ravens_single call, distant response, call n fly off_01.wav

0:15 96 24 flies off after 2nd vocal

Ravens_single raven sitting on fence_02.wav

0:03 96 24 nice CU, clean call with slap

Ravens_single repetitive barking_01.wav

0:13 96 24 faster honk interupted

Ravens_single squawk, 2x call_01.wav

0:04 96 24 single chirp follwed by 2x call, distant howling dog

Ravens_sitting on a post, calling, few responses, clean and quiet_01.wav 1:03 96 24 quiet calls from a fence post, hard landing on wooden platform
Ravens_sitting on a post, calling, few responses, clean and quiet_02.wav 0:56 96 24 quiet calls from a fence post, dog chain movement
Ravens_sitting on a roof in city center.wav

2:39 96 24 pedestrians, cars air conditioner, noisey

Ravens_small group sitting on dog pen_01.wav

0:37 96 24 misc group vocal

Ravens_small group talking, distinct cute surprise _01.wav

0:25 96 24 misc raven vocals, dog panting with chain movement

Ravens_small group vocals, squirrelly sounds_01.wav

0:04 96 24 fluttery, squawks and talking

Ravens_small group, few calls and a squawk_01.wav

0:20 96 24 birds in BG, CU loud call

Ravens_small talk, birds and chain movement in BG_01.wav

0:05 96 24 some light chirping with birds in BG and movement

Ravens_soft throaty honk_02.wav

0:01 96 24 single honk

Ravens_squawk and response_01.wav

0:11 96 24 squawk and response, distant yell

Ravens_squawk with nice slap, bird flies in_01.wav

0:19 96 24 vocal while flying around

Ravens_squawking then fly onto wood platform_01.wav

0:06 96 24 alien squawk, landing on wood, chirp flutter

Ravens_squawking while dog laps water_01.wav

0:04 96 24 chirp talking, dog drinking water in BG

Ravens_throat click, pop, squawk, call, wings flaps_01.wav

0:19 96 24 nice throaty clicky alien with wings and squawk

Ravens_Throaty bark talking with multiple birds talking_01.wav

0:09 96 24 single making a fuss

Ravens_Throaty bark talking_01.wav

0:10 96 24 talking ravens, bird lands on wood

Ravens_Throaty bark_01.wav

0:04 96 24 multiple squawking at once

Ravens_throaty honks, screams and clucks_01.wav

1:40 96 24 honks, chirps, purrs, flutter, all different kinds of vocals on top of pen

Ravens_Throaty talking_01.wav

0:02 96 24 quiet throaty response

Ravens_Throaty talking_02.wav

0:05 96 24 quiet throaty response

Ravens_two talking with a few distant calls_01.wav

0:27 96 24 distant screaming squawk, one nice little chatter talk

Ravens_warning squawk_01.wav

0:02 96 24 squawk

Ravens_weird clicky fly by, imitating something_01.wav

0:08 96 24 weird clicking fly by, no noise reduction

Ravens_wild response_01.wav

0:02 96 24 alarm sounding response

Ravens_wings, flapping while standing_01.wav

0:04 96 24 wings flapping, chain movement

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by, dog jumps up and barks at them_01.wav

0:17 96 24 wings flapping while a dog chases a raven

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by, dogs howling in BG_01.wav

0:23 96 24 sings, fly off, distant howling of dogs

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by, land on fence with flies_01.wav

0:10 96 24 wings flapping, raven lands on flies

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by, land on wood platform_01.wav

0:05 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_01.wav

0:03 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_02.wav

0:19 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_03.wav

0:03 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_04.wav

0:06 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_05.wav

0:05 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_06.wav

0:04 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_07.wav

0:04 96 24 fly by with dog pant

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_08.wav

0:04 96 24 long wings flapping before landing

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_09.wav

0:08 96 24 fly off, dog pant

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_10.wav

0:03 96 24 wings fly in, then squawk

Ravens_wings, flapping, fly by_11.wav

0:02 96 24 nice clean wings fly by

Ravens_wings, fly away_01.wav

0:02 96 24 squawk while wings flapping away

Ravens_wings, land on metal post_01.wav

0:04 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

Ravens_wings, single call, fly by_01.wav

0:07 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

Ravens_wings, sit on metal fence_01.wav

0:06 96 24 misc wing flapping fly bys, little noisey

d birds in BG, etc

